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Abstract. Probabilistic Automata (PAs) are a widely-recognized math-
ematical framework for the specification and analysis of systems with
non-deterministic and stochastic behaviors. This paper proposes Ab-
stract Probabilistic Automata (APAs), that is a novel abstraction model
for PAs. In APAs uncertainty of the non-deterministic choices is modeled
by may/must modalities on transitions while uncertainty of the stochas-
tic behaviour is expressed by (underspecified) stochastic constraints. We
have developed a complete abstraction theory for PAs, and also propose
the first specification theory for them. Our theory supports both satis-
faction and refinement operators, together with classical stepwise design
operators. In addition, we study the link between specification theories
and abstraction in avoiding the state-space explosion problem.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic Automata (PAs) constitute a mathematical framework for the spec-
ification and analysis of non-deterministic probabilistic systems. They have been
developed by Segala [23] to model and analyze asynchronous, concurrent systems
with discrete probabilistic choice in a formal and precise way. PAs are akin to
Markov decision processes (MDPs). A detailed comparison with models such as
MDPs, as well as generative and reactive probabilistic transition systems is given
in [22]. PAs are recognized as an adequate formalism for randomized distributed
algorithms and fault tolerant systems. They are used as semantic model for for-
malisms such as probabilistic process algebra [20] and a probabilistic variant of
Harel’s statecharts [12]. An input-output version of PAs is the basis of PIOA
and variants thereof [7, 5]. PAs have been enriched with notions such as weak
and strong (bi)simulations [23], decision algorithms for these notions [6] and a
statistical testing theory [8]. This paper brings two new contributions to the field
of probabilistic automata: the theories of abstraction and of specification.
Abstraction is pivotal to combating the state explosion problem in the mod-

eling and verification of realistic systems such as randomized distributed algo-
rithms. It aims at model reduction by collapsing sets of concrete states to ab-
stract states, e.g., by partitioning the concrete state space. This paper presents a
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three-valued abstraction of PAs. The main design principle of our model, named
Abstract Probabilistic Automata (APAs), is to abstract sets of distributions by
constraint functions. This generalizes earlier work on interval-based abstraction
of probabilistic systems [14, 11, 15]. To abstract from action transitions, we in-
troduce may and must modalities in the spirit of modal transition systems [18].
If all states in a partition p have a must-transition on action a to some state
in partition p′, the abstraction yields a must-transition between p and p′. If
some of the p-states have no such transition while others do, it gives rise to a
may-transition between p and p′. Our model shall be viewed as a combination
of both Modal Automata [19] and Constraint Markov Chains (CMC) [3] that are
abstractions for transition systems and Markov Chains, respectively.

We also propose the first specification theory for PAs, equipped with all es-
sential ingredients of a compositional design methodology: a satisfaction relation
(to decide whether a PA is an implementation of an APA), a consistency check
(to decide whether the specification admits an implementation), a refinement
(to compare specifications in terms of inclusion of sets of implementations), log-
ical composition (to compute the intersection of sets of implementations), and
structural composition (to combine specifications). Our framework also supports
incremental design [9]. To the best of our knowledge, the theory of APAs is the
first specification theory for PAs in where both logical and structural composi-
tions can be computed within the same framework.

Our notions of refinement and satisfaction are, as usual, characterized in
terms of inclusion of sets of implementations. One of our main theorems shows
that for the class of deterministic APAs, refinement coincides with inclusion of
sets of implementations. This latter result is obtained by a reduction from APAs
to CMCs, for which a similar result holds. Hence, APAs can also be viewed as
a specification theory for Markov Chains (MCs). The model is as expressive as
CMCs, and hence more expressive than other theories for stochastic systems
such as Interval Markov Chains [13, 2, 11].

Our last contribution is to propose an abstraction-based methodology that
allows to simplify the behavior of APAs with respect to the refinement relation
– such an operation is crucial to avoid state-space explosion. We show that
our abstraction preserves weak refinement, and that weak refinement is a pre-
congruence with respect to parallel composition. These results provide the key
ingredients to allow compositional abstraction of PAs.

Organisation of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce the concepts of APAs
and a satisfaction relation with respect to PAs. We also propose a methodology
to decide whether an APA is consistent. Refinement relations and abstraction
of APAs are discussed in Section 3. Other compositional reasoning operators
such as conjunction and composition as well as their relation with abstraction
are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the relation between CMCs and
APAs and proposes a class of deterministic APAs for which strong and weak
refinements coincide with inclusion of sets of implementations. Finally, Section
6 concludes the paper and proposes directions for future research. Due to space
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limitation, proofs and larger examples are given in a long version of this pa-
per [10].

2 Specifications and Implementations

We now introduce the main models of the paper: first Probabilistic Automata,
and then the new abstraction—Abstract Probabilistic Automata.

Implementations. A PA [23] resembles a non-deterministic automaton, but
its transitions target probability distributions over states instead of single states.
Hence, PAs can be seen as a combination of Markov Chains and non-deterministic
automata or as Markov Decision Processes allowing non-determinism.

Definition 1. (Probabilistic automata) A probabilistic automaton is a tuple
(S,A, L,AP, V, s0), where:

– S is a finite set of states with initial state s0 ∈ S,
– A is a finite set of actions,
– L: S ×A×Dist(S) → B2 is a two-valued transition function,
– AP is a finite set of valuations, and
– V : S → 2AP is a state-labeling function.

s0

{p}

s2

{o} {m,n}

s1

a, 9/10

a, 1/10

a, 7/10

a, 3/10 c, 1

c, 1

s3

{m,n, o}

b, 6/10

b, 4/10 c, 1

Fig. 1: An example PA

Here B2 = {⊥,⊤}, with ⊥ < ⊤. L(s, a, µ) iden-
tifies the transition of the automaton: ⊤ indi-
cates its presence and ⊥ indicates its absence.
We write s

a
→ µ meaning L(s, a, µ) = ⊤. In the

rest of the paper, we assume that PAs are finitely
branching, i.e., for any state s, the number of
pairs (a, µ) such that s

a
→ µ is finite. The la-

beling function V indicates the propositions (or
properties) that are valid in a state. A Markov
Chain (MC) is a PA, where, for each s ∈ S,
there exists exactly one triple (s, a, µ) such that
L(s, a, µ) = ⊤.

Example 1. Figure 1 presents a PA with L(s0, a, µ) = ⊤, where µ(s0) = 3/10 and
µ(s2) = 7/10. We adopt a notational convention that represents L(s0, a, µ) = ⊤
by a set of arrows with tails located close to each other on the boundary of s0,
and heads targeting the states in the support of µ.
In state s0, a non-deterministic choice takes places on action a between the

distributions µ and µ′ with µ′(s0) = 1/10 and µ′(s1) = 9/10.

Specifications. A Constraint Markov Chain (CMC) [3] is a MC equipped with
a constraint on the next-state probabilities from any state. Roughly speaking,
an implementation for a CMC is thus a MC, whose next-state probability dis-
tribution satisfies the constraint associated with each state. Let Sat(ϕ) denote
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the set of distributions that satisfy constraint function ϕ, and C(S) the set of
constraint functions defined on state space S.
A Modal Automaton [17, 18] is an automaton whose transitions are typed

with may and must modalities. Informally, a must transition is available in
every model of the specification, while a may transition needs not be.
An Abstract Probabilistic Automaton (APA) is an abstraction that represents

a possibly infinite set of PAs. APAs combine Modal Automata and CMCs – the
abstractions for labelled transition systems and Markov Chains, respectively.

Definition 2. An abstract PA is a tuple (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) such that:

– S, A, AP and s0 are defined as before

– L : S ×A× C(S) −→ B3 is a three-valued state-constraint function, and

– V : S −→ 22AP

maps a state onto a set of admissible valuations.

Here, B3 = {⊥, ?,⊤} denotes a complete lattice with the following ordering
⊥ < ? < ⊤ and meet (⊓) and join (⊔) operators. A CMC is thus an APA, where
for each s ∈ S, there exists exactly one triple (s, a, ϕ) such that L(s, a, µ) = ⊤,
while an Interval Markov Chain (IMC) [13] is a CMC whose constraints are
disjunctions of intervals. The labeling L(s, a, ϕ) identifies the “type” of the con-
straint function ϕ ∈ C(S): ⊤, ? and ⊥ indicate a must, a may and the absence
of a constraint function, respectively. We could have limited ourselves to con-
straints denoting unions of intervals of probability values. However, as we shall
soon see, polynomial constraints are needed to support both conjunction and
parallel composition. Like for CMCs, states of an APA are labeled with a set
of subsets of atomic propositions. A single set of propositions represents prop-
erties that should be satisfied by an implementation state. A powerset models a
disjunctive choice of properties. Later, we shall see that any APA whose states
are labelled with a set of subsets of atomic propositions can be turned into an
equivalent (in the sense of implementations set) APA whose states are labeled
with a set that contains only a single subset of AP .

s0

{{p}}

s2

{{o}} {{m,n} , {o, n}}

s1

a, x1,⊤

a, x0,⊤

a, y2, ?
a, y0, ? c, 1,⊤

c, 1,⊤

s3

{{m,n, o}}

b, z3, ?
b, z0, ?

c, 1,⊤

ϕx ≡ x1 ≥ 0.9 ∧ x0 + x1 = 1

ϕy ≡ y2 ≤ 0.8 ∧ y0 + y2 = 1

ϕz ≡ z3 ≥ 0.5 ∧ z0 + z3 = 1

Fig. 2: An example APA

Finally, observe that a PA is an APA in
which every transition (s, a, µ) is represented by
a must-transition (s, a, ϕ) with Sat(ϕ) = {µ},
and each state-label consists of a single set of
propositions.

Example 2. Consider the APA N given in Fig-
ure 2. State s0 has three outgoing transitions: a
must a-transition (s0, a, ϕx), a may a-transition
(s0, a, ϕy), and a may b-transition (s0, b, ϕz).
Due to the constraint, each of these transitions
can cover several transitions in a concrete imple-
mentation PA. As an example, the a-transition
(s0, a, (1/10, 9/10, 0, 0)) of the PA given in Figure
1 is satisfying the must a-transition (s0, a, ϕx).
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In the rest of the paper we distinguish deterministic APAs. The distinction
will be of particular importance when comparing APAs in Section 3.1. In APAs,
the non-determinism can arise due to sets of valuations in states, or due to
actions that label transitions:

Definition 3 (Deterministic APA). An APA N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) is

– action-deterministic, if ∀s∈S.∀a∈A. |{ϕ ∈ C(S) | L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥}| ≤ 1.
– valuation-deterministic, if ∀s∈S.∀a∈A.∀ϕ∈C(S) with L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥:

∀µ′, µ′′ ∈ Sat(ϕ), s′, s′′ ∈ S, (µ′(s′) > 0 ∧ µ′′(s′′) > 0 ⇒ V (s′) ∩ V (s′′) = ∅) .

N is deterministic iff it is both action-deterministic and valuation-deterministic.

Satisfaction. We relate APA specifications to PAs implementing them, by ex-
tending the definitions of satisfaction introduced in [13]. We start with the fol-
lowing definition that relates distributions between set of states. We use Dist(S)
to denote a set of probability distributions on the finite set S in the usual way.

Definition 4. (⋐δ
R) Let S and S

′ be non-empty sets of states. Given µ ∈
Dist(S), µ′ ∈ Dist(S′), a function δ : S → (S′ → [0, 1]), and a binary re-
lation R ⊆ S × S′, µ is simulated by µ′ with respect to R and δ, denoted as
µ ⋐

δ
R µ′, iff

1. for all s ∈ S, if µ(s) > 0, then δ(s) is a distribution on S′,
2. for all s′ ∈ S′,

∑
s∈S µ(s) · δ(s)(s′) = µ′(s′), and

3. if δ(s)(s′) > 0, then (s, s′) ∈ R.

In the rest of the paper, we write µ ⋐R µ′ iff there exists a function δ such that
µ ⋐

δ
R µ′. Such δ is called a correspondence function.

We are now ready to define the satisfaction relation between PAs and APAs.

Definition 5. (Satisfaction relation) Let P = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) be a PA
and N = (S′, A, L′, AP, V ′, s′0) be an APA. R ⊆ S× S′ is a satisfaction relation
iff, for any (s, s′) ∈ R, the following conditions hold:

1. ∀a ∈ A, ∀ϕ′ ∈ C(S′) : L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃µ ∈ Dist(S) : L(s, a, µ) = ⊤
and ∃µ′ ∈ Sat(ϕ′) such that µ ⋐R µ′,

2. ∀a ∈ A, ∀µ ∈ Dist(S) : L(s, a, µ) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃ϕ′ ∈ C(S′) : L′(s′, a, ϕ′) 6= ⊥
and ∃µ′ ∈ Sat(ϕ′) such that µ ⋐R µ′, and

3. V (s) ∈ V ′(s′).

We say that P satisfies N , denoted P |= N , iff there exists a satisfaction relation
relating s0 and s

′
0. If P |= N , P is called an implementation of N .

Thus, a PA P is an implementation of an APA N iff any must-transition of N
is matched by a must-transition of P that agrees on the probability distributions
specified by the constraint, and reversely, P does not contain must-transitions
that do not have a corresponding (may- or must-) transition in N . The set of all
implementations of N is given by JNK = {P | P |= N}.
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Example 3. The relation R = {(s0, s0), (s1, s1), (s2, s2), (s3, s3)} is a satisfaction
relation between the PA P given in Figure 1 and the APA N of Figure 2.

Consistency. An APA N is consistent iff it admits at least one implementation.
We say that a state s is consistent if V (s) 6= ∅ and L(s, a, ϕ)=⊤ =⇒ Sat(ϕ) 6=∅.
An APA is locally consistent if all its states are consistent. It is easy to see that
a locally consistent APA is also consistent, i.e. has at least one implementation.
However, inconsistency of a state does not imply inconsistency of the specifi-
cation. In order to decide whether a specification is consistent, we proceed as
usual and propagate inconsistent states with the help of a pruning operator β
that filters out distributions leading to inconsistent states. This operator is ap-
plied until a fixed point is reached, i.e., until the specification does not contain
inconsistent states (it is locally consistent). See [10] for details.

Theorem 1. For any APA N , it holds: JNK = Jβ(N)K.

As the set of states of N is finite, the fixed point computation will always ter-
minate. By the above theorem, we have that JNK = Jβ∗(N)K.

3 Abstraction and Refinement

In this section we introduce Refinement that allows to compare APAs. We also
propose an abstraction-based methodology that permits to simplify the behavior
of APAs with respect to the refinement relation.

3.1 Refinement

A refinement compares APAs with respect to their sets of implementations.
More precisely, if APA N refines APA N ′, then the set of implementations of N
should be included in the one of N ′. The ultimate refinement relation that can
be defined between APAs is thus Thorough Refinement that exactly corresponds
to inclusion of sets of implementations.

Definition 6. (Thorough refinement) Let N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) and N
′ =

(S′, A, L′, AP, V ′, s′0) be APAs. We say that N thoroughly refines N
′, denoted

N �T N ′, iff JNK ⊆ JN ′K.

For most specification theories, it is known that deciding thorough refinement
is computationally intensive (see for example [1]). For many models such as
Modal automata or CMCs, one can partially avoid the problem by working with
a syntactical notion of refinement. This definition, which is typically strictly
stronger than thorough refinement, is easier to check. The difference between
syntactic and semantic refinements resembles the difference between simulations
and trace inclusion for transition systems.
We consider two syntactical refinements. These relations extend two well

known refinement relations for CMCs and IMCs by combining them with the
refinement defined on modal automata. We start with the strong refinement.
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Definition 7. (Strong refinement) Let N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) and N
′ =

(S′, A, L′, AP, V ′, s′0) be APAs. R ⊆ S × S′ is a strong refinement relation iff,
for all (s, s′) ∈ R, the following conditions hold:

1. ∀a ∈ A. ∀ϕ′ ∈ C(S′). L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃ϕ ∈ C(S). L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊤ and
there exists a correspondence function δ : S → (S′ → [0, 1]) such that ∀µ∈
Sat(ϕ). ∃µ′∈Sat(ϕ′) with µ ⋐

δ
R µ′,

2. ∀a ∈ A. ∀ϕ ∈ C(S). L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥ =⇒ ∃ϕ′ ∈ C(S′). L′(s′, a, ϕ′) 6= ⊥ and
there exists a correspondence function δ : S → (S′ → [0, 1]) such that ∀µ∈
Sat(ϕ). ∃µ′∈Sat(ϕ′) with µ ⋐

δ
R µ′, and

3. V (s) ⊆ V ′(s′).

We say that N strongly refines N ′, denoted N �S N ′, iff there exists a strong
refinement relation relating s0 and s

′
0.

Observe that strong refinement imposes a “fixed-in-advance” δ in the simula-
tion relation between distributions. This assumption is lifted with the definition
of weak refinement:

Definition 8. (Weak refinement) Let N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) and N
′ =

(S′, A, L′, AP, V ′, s′0) be APAs. R ⊆ S × S′ is a weak refinement relation iff,
for all (s, s′) ∈ R, the following conditions hold:

1. ∀a ∈ A. ∀ϕ′ ∈ C(S′). L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃ϕ ∈ C(S). L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊤ and
∀µ∈Sat(ϕ). ∃µ′∈Sat(ϕ′) with µ ⋐R µ′,

2. ∀a ∈ A. ∀ϕ ∈ C(S). L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥ =⇒ ∃ϕ′ ∈ C(S′). L′(s′, a, ϕ′) 6= ⊥ and
∀µ∈Sat(ϕ). ∃µ′∈Sat(ϕ′) with µ ⋐R µ′, and

3. V (s) ⊆ V ′(s′).

We say that N weakly refines N ′, denoted N � N ′, iff there exists a weak
refinement relation relating s0 and s

′
0.

It is easy to see that the above definitions are combinations of the definitions
of strong and weak refinement of CMCs with the modal refinement of Modal
Automata. Hence algorithms for checking weak and strong refinements for APAs
can be obtained by combining existing fixed-point algorithms for CMCs [4] and
Modal Automata [19]. For the class of polynomial-constraint APAs, the upper
bound for deciding weak/strong refinement is thus exponential in the number
of states and doubly-exponential in the size of the constraints [4]. Both strong
and weak refinement imply inclusion of sets of implementations. However, the
converse is not true. The following theorem classifies the refinement relations.

Theorem 2. Thorough refinement is strictly finer than weak refinement, and
weak refinement is strictly finer than strong refinement.

Proof.We present a sketch of the proof and refer to [10] for details. By definition,
we have that �S implies �. By observing the definition of satisfaction relation,
one can easily deduce that �S and � imply �T . Consider now the APAs N1
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s1

s2 s3

{{l}}

s4

a, x3, ?

a, x2, ? a, x4, ?

{{m}} {{n}} {{o}}

ϕx ≡ (x2 + x3 ≥ 0.7)∧
(x3 + x4 ≥ 0.2) ∧ (x2 + x3 + x4 = 1)

(a) N1

{{l}}
s′1

s′2 s′3 s′4 s′5

a, y5, ?a, y2, ?

a, y4, ?a, y3, ?

{{m}} {{n}} {{n}} {{o}}

ϕy ≡ (y2 + y3 ≥ 0.7)∧
(y4 + y5 ≥ 0.2) ∧ (y2 + y3 + y4 + y5 = 1)

(b) N2

Fig. 3: APAs N1 and N2 such that N1 � N2, but not N1 �S N2.

and N2 given in Figure 3. It is easy to see that N1 � N2. However, we have
that N1 6�S N2. Informally, one can see that State s

′
3 and State s

′
4 of N2 both

correspond to State s3 of N1. Thus, the probability mass x3 of going to state s3
in N1 has to be distributed on s

′
3 and s

′
4 in order to match probabilities y3 and

y4. The latter shall be achieved with the correspondence function δ that defines
the refinement relation. The crucial point is that this correspondence function
will depend on the exact value of x3, thus δ cannot be precomputed and we have
that �, but not �S holds.
Similarly, � does not imply �T . Consider the APAs N3 and N4 given in

Figure 4. It is easy to see that �T holds between N3 and N4. However, State s2
of N3 cannot refine State s

′
2 or s

′
3. Indeed, State s2 has more implementations

than s′2 and s
′
3 taken separately. ⊓⊔

We have just seen that thorough refinement is strictly finer than strong and
weak refinement. In Section 5, we will propose a class of deterministic APAs on
which the three relations coincide.

3.2 Abstraction

b, x4, ?

s1

{{l}}

{{m}}

a, 1, ?

s2

{{n}}
s3 s4

{{o}}

b, x3, ?

ϕx ≡ (x3 = 1 ∧ x4 = 0)∨

(x3 = 0 ∧ x4 = 1)

(a) N3

b, 1, ?

{{m}}
s′2

{{m}}
s′3

s′5
{{o}}{{n}}

s′4

{{l}}
s′1

a, y3, ?a, y2, ?

b, 1, ?

ϕy ≡ (y2 = 1 ∧ y3 = 0)∨

(y2 = 0 ∧ y3 = 1)

(b) N4

Fig. 4: APAs N3 and N4

This section covers the abstraction
of APA. The rationale is to parti-
tion the state space, i.e., group (dis-
joint) sets of states by a single ab-
stract state. Let N and M be APA
with state space S and S′, respec-
tively. An abstraction function α :
S → S′ is a surjection. The inverse
of abstraction function α is the con-
cretization function γ : S′ → 2S.
The state α(s) denotes the abstract
counterpart of state s while γ(s′) represents the set of all (concrete) states that
are represented by the abstract state s′. Abstraction is lifted to distributions as
follows. The abstraction of µ ∈ Dist(S), denoted α(µ) ∈ Dist(S′), is uniquely
defined by α(µ)(s′) = µ(γ(s′)) for all s′ ∈ S′.
Abstraction is lifted to sets of states, or sets of distributions in a pointwise

manner. It follows that ϕ′ = α(ϕ) iff Sat(ϕ′) = α(Sat(ϕ)). The abstraction of
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s1

{{n}}

s2

ϕy ≡ y3 ≥ 0.7 ∧ y3 + y4 = 1

{{m}}

ϕx ≡ x3 ≥ 0.5 ∧ x3 + x4 = 1

ϕw ≡ w1 = w2 = 0.5 ∧ w1 + w2 = 1

s4

{{q}}

s3

{{p}}

a, x3,⊤

a, x4,⊤

a, y3,⊤

a, y4,⊤

s′3

{{p}}

s′12

{{m} , {n}}

ϕt ≡ t3 ≥ 0.5 ∧ t3 + t4 = 1

s′4

{{q}}
a, t3,⊤ a, t4,⊤

b, 1,⊤

c, 1,⊤
b, 1,⊤

c, 1,⊤

s0

{{o}}

c, w1,⊤

c, w2,⊤

s′0

{{o}}

c, 1,⊤

Fig. 5: The APA N (left) is abstracted by the APA N ′ (right), i.e. N ′ = α(N)

the product of constraint functions ϕ and ϕ′ is given as α(ϕ ·ϕ′) = α(ϕ) ·α(ϕ′).
These ingredients provide the basis to define the abstraction of an APA.

Definition 9. (Abstraction) Given APA N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0), the ab-
straction function α : S → S′ induces the APA α(N) = (S′, A, L′, AP, V ′, α(s0)),
where for all a ∈ A, s′ ∈ S′ and ϕ′ ∈ C(S′):

L′(s′, a, ϕ′) =






⊤
if ∀s ∈ γ(s′) : ∃ϕ ∈ C(S) : L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊤, and

Sat(ϕ′) = α(
⋃

(s,ϕ)∈γ(s′)×C(S):L(s,a,ϕ)=⊤
Sat(ϕ)) (a)

?
if ∃s ∈ γ(s′) : ∃ϕ ∈ C(S) : L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥, and

Sat(ϕ′) = α(
⋃

(s,ϕ)∈γ(s′)×C(S):L(s,a,ϕ) 6=⊥
Sat(ϕ)) (b)

⊥ otherwise (c)

and V ′(s′) =
⋃

∀s∈γ(s′)
V (s)

Item (a) asserts that if there are must transitions (s, a, ϕ) from all states s ∈
γ(s′), then the must transition (s′, a, ϕ′) represents the total behavior. Item (b)
asserts that a may a-transition emanating from s′ represents the total behaviour
of all transitions (s, a, ϕ) for s ∈ γ(s′), if not all states in γ(s′) have a must
a-transition, and there is a a-transition on modality different from ⊥. Item (c)
asserts that if no state in γ(s′) has an a-transition, then s′ also does not have
an a-transition.
The result of abstracting APA N is the APA α(N) that is able to mimic all

behaviours of N , but possibly exhibits more behaviour.

Lemma 1. For any APA N , α(N) is an APA.

Example 4. Consider the APA N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) and N
′ = (S′, A, L′, AP,

V ′, s′0) depicted in Fig. 5. Let the abstraction function α : S → S′ be given by
α(s0) = s′0, α(s1) = s′12 = α(s2), α(s3) = s′3 and α(s4) = s′4. Both states s1 and
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s2 in N have a must a-transition. These are abstracted in N
′ by a single must

a-transition satisfied by distributions in the union of satisfaction sets of ϕx and
ϕy.

Observe that the abstract version of an APA is always weaker in term of
refinement than the original APA.

Theorem 3. For any APA N and abstraction function α, N � α(N).

4 Compositional Reasoning

APAs can serve as a specification theory for systems with both non-deterministic
and stochastic behaviors. Any good specification theory shall be equiped with
a conjunction operation that allows to combine multiple requirements into a
single specification, and a composition operation that allows specifications to be
combined structurally. Studying these two operations for APAs is the subject of
this section.

4.1 Conjunction

Conjunction, also called logical composition, allows combining two specifications
into a single specification, that has the conjunctive behavior of the two operands.
More precisely, conjunction allows to compute the intersection of sets of imple-
mentations. In this paper, conjunction will be defined for action-deterministic
APAs with the same action alphabet. The generalization to non-deterministic
APAs with dissimilar alphabets, which is already known to be complex for the
case of Modal Automata [21], is postponed for future work. The conjunction op-
eration is a mix between the corresponding operation for modal automata and
CMCs.

Definition 10 (Conjunction). Let N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) and N
′ = (S′, A,

L′, AP, V ′, s′0) be action-deterministic APAs sharing actions sets and atomic
propositions sets. The conjunction of N and N ′ is the APA N ∧ N ′ = (S ×
S′, A, L̃, AP, Ṽ , (s0, s

′
0)) such that

– L̃ is defined as follows. For all a ∈ A and (s, s′) ∈ S × S′,
• If there exists ϕ ∈ C(S) such that L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊤ and for all ϕ′ ∈
C(S′), we have L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊥, or if there exists ϕ′ ∈ C(S′) such
that L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊤ and for all ϕ ∈ C(S), we have L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊥, then
L̃((s, s′), a, false) = ⊤.

• Else, if either for all ϕ ∈ C(S), we have L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊥ or for all
ϕ′ ∈ C(S′), we have L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊥, then for all ϕ̃ ∈ C(S × S′),
L̃((s, s′), a, ϕ̃) = ⊥.

• Otherwise, for all ϕ ∈ C(S) and ϕ′ ∈ C(S′) such that L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥ and
L′(s′, a, ϕ′) 6= ⊥), define L̃((s, s′), a, ϕ̃) = L(s, a, ϕ) ⊔ L′(s′, a, ϕ′) with ϕ̃
the new constraint in C(S × S′) such that µ̃ ∈ Sat(ϕ̃) iff
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∗ the distribution µ : t→
∑

t′∈S′ µ̃((t, t′)) is in Sat(ϕ), and
∗ the distribution µ′ : t′ →

∑
t∈S µ̃((t, t′)) is in Sat(ϕ′).

• Finally, for all other ϕ̃′ ∈ C(S × S′), let L̃((s, s′), a, ϕ̃′) = ⊥.
– Ṽ ((s, s′)) = V (s) ∩ V ′(s′).

Observe that the conjunction of two action-deterministic APAs is an action-
deterministic APA. The conjunction operation may introduce inconsistent states.
Hence, any conjunction operation has to be followed by a pruning operation.
Finally, observe that the conjunction of two APAs with interval constraints is
not necessarily an APA with interval constraints, but could be an APA whose
constraints are systems of linear inequalities (see [10] for an example).
The following theorem states that the pruned conjunction of two action-

deterministic APAs matches their greatest lower bound with respect to refine-
ment.

Theorem 4. Let N , N ′, and N ′′ be action-deterministic consistent APAs. It
holds that β∗(N∧N ′) � N and, if N ′′ � N and N ′′ � N ′, then N ′′ � β∗(N∧N ′).

4.2 Parallel composition

We now propose a composition operation that allows to combine two APAs. We
then show how composition and abstraction can collaborate to avoid state-space
explosion.
In our theory, the composition operation is parametrized with a set of syn-

chronization actions. This set allows to specify on which actions the two speci-
fications should collaborate and on which actions they can behave individually.
The composition of two must transitions is a must transition, but composing a
must with a may leads to a may transition.

Definition 11 (Parallel composition of APAs). Let N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0)
and N ′ = (S′, A′, L′, AP ′, V ′, s′0) be APAs and assume AP ∩AP ′ = ∅. The par-
allel composition of N and N ′ w.r.t. synchronization set Ā ⊆ A∩A′, written as
N‖ĀN

′, is given as N‖ĀN
′ = (S × S′, A ∪A′, L̃, AP ∪AP ′, Ṽ , (s0, s

′
0)) where

– L̃ is defined as follows:

• For all (s, s′) ∈ S × S′, a ∈ Ā, if there exists ϕ ∈ C(S) and ϕ′ ∈ C(S′),
such that L(s, a, ϕ) 6= ⊥ and L′(s′, a, ϕ′) 6= ⊥, define L̃((s, s′), a, ϕ̃) =
L(s, a, ϕ) ⊓ L′(s′, a, ϕ′) with ϕ̃ the new constraint in C(S × S′) such
that µ̃ ∈ Sat(ϕ̃) iff there exists µ ∈ Sat(ϕ) and µ′ ∈ Sat(ϕ′) such that
µ̃(u, v) = µ(u) · µ′(v) for all u ∈ S and v ∈ S′.
If either for all ϕ ∈ C(S), we have L(s, a, ϕ) = ⊥, or ∀ϕ′ ∈ C(S′), we
have L′(s′, a, ϕ′) = ⊥ then for all ϕ̃ ∈ C(S × S′), L̃((s, s′), a, ϕ̃) = ⊥.

• For all (s, s′) ∈ S × S′, a ∈ A \ Ā, and for all ϕ ∈ C(S), define
L((s, s′), a, ϕ̃) = L(s, a, ϕ) with ϕ̃ the new constraint in C(S × S′) such
that µ̃ ∈ Sat(ϕ̃) iff for all u ∈ S and v 6= s′, µ̃(u, v) = 0 and the distri-
bution µ : t 7→ µ̃(t, s′) is in Sat(ϕ).
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• For all (s, s′) ∈ S × S′, a ∈ A′ \ Ā, and for all ϕ′ ∈ C(S′), define
L((s, s′), a, ϕ̃′) = L′(s′, a, ϕ′) with ϕ̃′ the new constraint in C(S × S′)
such that µ̃′ ∈ Sat(ϕ̃′) iff for all u 6= s and v ∈ S′, µ̃′(u, v) = 0 and the
distribution µ′ : t′ 7→ µ̃′(s, t′) is in Sat(ϕ′).

– Ṽ is defined as follows: for all (s, s′) ∈ S × S′, Ṽ ((s, s′)) = {B̃ = B ∪ B′ |
B ∈ V (s) and B′ ∈ V ′(s′)}.

Contrary to the conjunction operation, Composition is defined for both dis-
similar alphabets and non-deterministic APAs. Since PAs are a restriction of
APAs, their compositions is defined in the same way. By inspecting Definition
11, one can see that the composition of two APAs whose constraints are systems
of linear inequalities (or polynomial constraints) may lead to an APA whose
constraints are polynomial. One can also see that the conjunction of two APAs
with polynomial constraints is an APA with polynomial constraints. The class of
polynomial constraints APAs is closed under all compositional design operations.
The following theorem characterizes the relation between parallel composi-

tion and weak refinement.

Theorem 5. Given a synchronization set Ā, the parallel composition operator
‖Ā defined above is a precongruence with respect to weak refinement.

The fact that abstraction preserves weak refinement (cf. Theorem 3), and
that weak refinement is a pre-congruence w.r.t. parallel composition, enables us
to apply abstraction in a component-wise manner. That is to say, rather than
first generating (the typically large PA) M‖ĀN , and then applying abstrac-
tion, it allows for first applying abstraction, yielding α1(M) and α2(N), respec-
tively, and then constructing α1(M)‖Āα2(N). Possibly a further abstraction of
α1(M)‖Āα2(N) can be employed. The next theorem shows that component-wise
abstraction is as powerful as applying the combination of the “local” abstractions
to the entire model.

Theorem 6. Let M and N be APA, Ā a synchronization set, and α1, α2 be
abstraction functions, then:

α1(M) ‖Ā α2(N) = (α1 × α2)(M ‖ĀN) up to isomorphism

The above theorem helps avoiding state-space explosion when combining
systems by allowing for abstraction as soon as possible.

5 Completeness and Relation with CMCs

In this section, we propose a class of APAs on which thorough and strong refine-
ments coincide. For doing so, we will compare the expressiveness power of APAs
and CMCs, showing that APAs can also act as a specification theory for MCs.
We now introduce an important definition that will be used through the rest of
the section.
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Definition 12. We say that an APA N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) is in a single
valuation normal form iff all its admissible valuations sets are singletons, i.e.
for all s ∈ S, we have |V (s)| = 1.

It is worth mentioning that any APA with a single valuation in the initial state
can be turned into an APA in single valuation normal form that accepts the
same set of implementations (see [10] for such a transformation that preserves
determinism).
Some results on CMCs. We recap the definitions of MCs and CMCs. Infor-
mally, a MC is a PA with a single probability distribution per state.

Definition 13 (Markov Chain). P =〈Q, q0, π, A, V 〉 is a Markov Chain if Q
is a set of states containing the initial state q0, A is a set of atomic propositions,
V : Q → 2A is a state valuation, and π : Q → (Q → [0, 1]) is a probability
transition function:

∑
q′∈Q π(q)(q′)=1 for all q ∈ Q.

We now formally introduce CMC, our abstraction theory for MCs.

Definition 14 (Constraint Markov Chain). A Constraint Markov Chain is
a tuple C = 〈Q, q0, ψ,AP, V 〉 where Q is a finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the
initial state, ψ : Q → (Dist(Q) → {0, 1}) is a constraint function, AP is a set

of atomic propositions and V : Q→ 22AP

is a state labeling function.
For each state q ∈ Q, the constraint function ψ is such that, for all distribu-

tion π on Q, ψ(q)(π) = 1 iff the distribution π is allowed in state q.

We say that a CMC C is deterministic iff for all states q, q′, q′′ ∈ Q, if there exists
π′ ∈ Dist(Q) such that (ψ(q)(π′) ∧ (π′(q′) 6= 0)) and π′′ ∈ Dist(Q) such that
(ψ(q)(π′′)∧(π′′(q′′) 6= 0)), then we have that V (q′)∩V (q′′) = ∅. Single valuation
normal form of CMCs is defined similarly as for APAs. The satisfaction relation
between MCs and CMCs as well as the notions of weak and strong refinements
are also defined similarly as for APAs. We will use the following result.

Theorem 7 ([3]). For deterministic CMCs in single valuation normal form,
strong refinement coincides with thorough and weak refinement.

On the relation between CMCs and APAs. We now show that APAs can
act as a specification theory for MCs. For doing so, we propose a satisfaction
relation between MCs and APAs. Our definition is in two steps. First we show
how to use PAs as a specification theory for MCs. Then, we use the existing
relation between PAs and APAs to conclude.

Definition 15. Let P = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) be a PA with A ∩ AP = ∅. Let
M = 〈Q, q0, π, AM , VM 〉 be a bipartite Markov chain such that (1) Q = QN∪QD,
with QN ∩ QD = ∅, for all q, q′ ∈ QN , π(q, q′) = 0 and for all q, q′ ∈ QD,
π(q)(q′) = 0, (2) q0 ∈ QD, and (3) AM = A ∪ AP . Let R ⊆ QD × S. R is a
satisfaction relation iff whenever qR s, we have

1. VM (q) = V (s).
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2. For all action a ∈ A and distribution µ over S such that L(s, a, µ) = ⊤, there
exists q′ ∈ QN such that V (q′) = V (s) ∪ {a}, π(q)(q′) > 0, and π(q′) ⋐R µ.

3. For all state q′ ∈ QN such that π(q, q′) > 0, there exists an action a ∈ A
and a distribution µ over S such that V (q′) = V (s) ∪ {a}, L(s, a, µ) = ⊤,
and π(q′) ⋐R µ.

We say that M satisfies P iff there exists a satisfaction relation R such that
q0 R s0.

The satisfaction relation between MCs and APAs follows directly. We say
that a MC M satisfies an APA N , which we write M |=MC N , iff there exists a
PA P such that M satisfies P and P satisfies N .

Expressivity Completeness. In the previous section, we have proposed a
satisfaction relation for MCs with respect to APAs. We now propose the following
theorem that relates the expressive power of CMCs and APAs.

Theorem 8. Let N = (S,A, L,AP, V, s0) be a deterministic APA in single val-
uation normal form and such that AP ∩ A = ∅. There exists a deterministic
CMC N̂ in single valuation normal form such that for all MC M , M |=MC

N ⇐⇒ M |= N̂ .

We have just shown that for all APA N , there exists a CMC N̂ such that
[[N ]]MC = [[N̂ ]]. The reverse of the theorem also holds up to a syntactical trans-
formation that preserves sets of implementations (see [10] for details). This result
together with Theorem 7 leads to the following important result.

Theorem 9. For deterministic APAs with single valuations in the initial state,
strong refinement coincides with thorough and weak refinement.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel abstraction for PAs and proposes the first specifi-
cation theory for them. In addition, the paper also studies the relation between
abstraction and compositional design in combating the state-space explosion
problem.
There are various directions for future research. The first of them being

to implement and evaluate our results. This would require to design efficient
algorithms for the compositional design operators. Also, it would be of interest
to embed our abstraction procedure in a CEGAR model checking algorithm.
Another interesting direction would be to design an algorithm to decide thorough
refinement and characterize the complexity of this operation. Finally, one should
also consider a continuous-timed extension of our model inspired by [16].
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